Inter-rater reliability of query/probe-based techniques for measuring situation awareness
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Query- or probe-based situation awareness (SA) measures sometimes rely on process experts to evaluate operator actions and system states when used in representative settings. This introduces variability of human judgement into the measurements that require inter-rater reliability assessment. However, the literature neglects inter-rater reliability of query/probe-based SA measures. We recruited process experts to provide reference keys to SA queries in trials of a full-scope nuclear power plant simulator experiment to investigate the inter-rater reliability of a query-based SA measure. The query-based SA measure demonstrated only ‘moderate’ inter-rater reliability even though the queries were seemingly direct. The level of agreement was significantly different across pairs of experts who had different levels of exposure to the experiment. The results caution that inter-rater reliability of query/probe-based techniques for measuring SA cannot be assumed in representative settings. Knowledge about the experiment as well as the domain is critical to forming reliable expert judgements.

Practitioner Summary: When the responses of domain experts are treated as the correct answers to the queries or probes of SA measures used in representative or industrial settings, practitioners should take caution in assuming (or otherwise assess) inter-rater reliability of the situation awareness measures.
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Introduction

Situation awareness (SA) is an essential part of human performance in many domains (see e.g. Jeannot 2000; Rousseau, Tremblay, and Breton 2004; Stanton 2010). Numerous empirical studies employ SA measures to understand cognitive work, to evaluate designs and to assess operator performance in complex systems. Researchers have adopted a multitude of techniques for measuring SA (Salmon et al. 2006), including querying/probing (e.g. Endsley 1995), eye-tracking (e.g. Drøivoldsmo et al. 1998), subjective self-rating (e.g. Taylor 1990) and expert rating (e.g. Neal et al. 1998).

The most commonly adopted SA measures employ the query- or probe-based technique, which assesses declarative knowledge about the situation by directly questioning the operators (or participants in the experiment). Query/probe-based measures have contributed significantly to the empirical foundation of SA (see Fracker 1991; Pew 2000; Jeannot, Kelly, and Thompson 2003; Salmon et al. 2006 for reviews of SA measures). Thus, the validity and reliability of these measures deserve serious attention. However, the literature on individual SA measures or techniques rarely goes beyond initial evaluation based on a subset of psychometric properties. Even prominent SA measures cannot be considered fully validated as some psychometric properties are only judged on secondary results of one or two empirical studies (e.g. Endsley 2000). This is consistent with the caution raised by Stanton and Young (1999, 2003) that validation evidence for human factors methods is generally lacking. The psychometric validation of query/probe-based SA measures requires further empirical research (also see, Salmon et al. 2009). In particular, the reliability of query/probe-based SA measures requires additional attention given the dominant focus on validity in the literature.

The triadic nature of inter-rater reliability

One dimension of measurement reliability is inter-rater reliability and agreement (see e.g. Cohen 1960; Shrout and Lane 2012; Mitchell 1979), which refer to the degree of covariation and agreement between raters on a set of targets (e.g. system states) using a particular scale (e.g. a Likert scale), respectively. Inter-rater reliability assessment is a sound psychometric practice whenever multiple judges provide ratings to form the basis for measurement (e.g. Murphy and Davidshofer 1998).
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For work settings where measurement or judgement criteria are difficult to define (e.g. medicine), inter-rater reliability is a prevalent topic of discussion for researchers and practitioners.

Inter-rater reliability has a triadic nature comprising (i) the raters, (ii) the rating instrument/measure and (iii) the target/situation. First, the raters differ from one another in background knowledge, interpretation of the rating instruments and judgement of available information. For example, Eckes (2008) conducted an empirical study on writing assessment, identifying six rater types through two-mode clustering analyses. The similarities between raters are estimated by the intraclass correlation coefficient – \( \rho \) (Maxwell and Delaney 1990). Training raters on the targets and the measurement instruments often increases \( \rho \), thereby improving inter-rater reliability (e.g. Bernardin and Buckley 1981; Stuhlmann et al. 1999; Miller et al. 2003). Training may adopt a psychophysical approach, such as applying constrained scaling to calibrate the raters on specifics scales (Boring 2003; Boring and West 2008), if manipulation on physical or well-defined dimensions is available and relevant for the judgement. Identifying these well-defined dimensions for calibration in representative settings can be challenging. Some research has examined training for reliability in detail. For instance, Lievens (2001) showed that schema-driven training led to higher inter-rater reliability than data-driven training. Based on their study of observational SA assessment in a representative nuclear process control setting, Patrick et al. (2006) assert that the judges’ familiarity with the experimental apparatus (i.e. the full-scope simulator) and scenarios is as critical to the study outcome as the judges’ knowledge of the rating instruments.

Second, the measurement instruments are developed to guide and quantify the judgement of the raters. Methodological details such as the procedures and formats of the instrument can affect the rating variability. Conway, Jako, and Goodman (1995) conducted a meta-analysis of interview rating studies for personnel selection, discovering an interaction effect that standardising questions and responses improved inter-rater reliability more for interviews conducted by individual raters than for interviews by all raters simultaneously. Jonsson and Svingby (2007) reviewed the literature in education, concluding that topic-specific and analytical scoring rubrics could improve inter-rater reliability.

Third, the target/situation dictates the level of cognitive demand on the raters. Viswesvaran, Ones, and Schmidt (1996) and Conway and Huffcutt (1997) conducted meta-analyses on job performance rating studies, discovering that performance categories (e.g. communication competence vs. productivity) and job complexities could lead to significantly different inter-rater reliability. Similar findings on inter-rater reliability differences across performance categories also appear in the education literature (e.g. Ramos, Schafer, and Tracz 2003). Though often manipulable in controlled research settings, the nature of targets associated with low inter-rater reliability, such as diagnosis of complex medical cases, is not changeable in practice. In representative experimental settings, researchers face the challenge of maintaining strict control over scenario developments as participants introduce their own dynamics (Patrick et al. 2006). Thus, some measurements with low inter-rater reliability are simply interpreted with caution as researchers try to advance training and measurement techniques related to the targets of interest. In other cases, measurements are improved through consensus of multiple raters (Stemler 2004). That said, some targets are intrinsically more difficult to judge than others – irrespective of the quality of the raters and instruments employed.

In summary, the degree of inter-rater reliability can be attributed to the characteristics of the raters, measurement methods and the targets.

Query/probe-based SA measures

The literature contains a number of query/probe-based SA measures, several of which target specific domains. The most prominent is the Situation Awareness Global Assessment Technique (SAGAT; Endsley 1988, 2000). Other query/probe-based measures (some of which are proposed as SAGAT variants) include Situation Awareness Control Room Inventory (SACRI; Hogg et al. 1995) for process control; Situation Present Assessment Method (SPAM; Durso et al. 1998), Situation Awareness Verification and ANalysis Tool (SAVANT; Willems and Heiney 2001), Situation Awareness bei Lotsen der Streckenflugkontrolle im kontext von Automatisierung (SALSA; Hauss and Eyferth 2003) and Situation Awareness for Solutions for Human-Automation (SASHA; Jeannot, Kelly, and Thompson 2003) for air traffic control; QUantitative Analysis of Situation Awareness (QUASA; McGuinness 2004) for command and control and Analog SAGAT (ASAGAT; Gatsoulis, Gurvinder, and Dehghani-Sanj 2010) for tele-robotic control. The degree of psychometric evaluation varies across these query/probe-based SA measures, and only secondary empirical data on inter-rater reliability are available for SAGAT, SACRI and SALSA.

Query/probe-based measures share the feature of eliciting and assessing declarative knowledge of the operators (or participants) about the situation by direct questioning either during a pause (i.e. query) or in real-time (i.e. probe) during system (or simulator) operations. For example, QUASA asks operators to answer true or false to statements such as, ‘The Commander of the [ . . . ] Air Force has recently resigned over corruption charges’ (McGuinness 2004). The appeal of the
technique lies in the clear or ‘direct’ relationship between the measurements and the SA notion, minimising the need for inferences in the interpretation (see e.g. Endsley 1995).

Query/probe-based measures diverge in their methodological details in the preparation, data collection and analysis phases of a study. The preparation phase involves creating a set of questions and defining the time for administering them. Some measures prescribe task analysis to help generate the questions (e.g. SAGAT) while others rely on process experts to create an inventory of questions (e.g. SPAM, SAVANT, SACRI). Some measures prescribe relatively standardised questions and responses to focus on specific domains or SA dimensions (e.g. metacognition in QUASA) whereas others prescribe no restrictions to allow a broad range of domain applications (e.g. SAGAT). Some measures simply augment existing measures. For example, ASAGAT employs SAGAT with continuous (as opposed to categorical) response options and is advocated for tele-robotic control. Finally, SA measures offer differing guidance on query timing. Some measures recommend random selection to minimise cuing (e.g. SAGAT, SPAM) while others recommend strategic selection to account for scenario events (e.g. SASHA).

The data collection phase involves administering the queries/probes. For this phase, the biggest difference between measures is whether the questions are administered in real time (i.e. probes) or during a pause (i.e. queries) of a scenario trial. The sensitivity and validity of both methods are a matter of ongoing debate (cf., Durso, Bleckley, and Dattel 2006; Jones and Endsley 2004).

The data analysis phase involves processing experimental data to arrive at a final score. Once again, query/probe-based SA measures differ in how this is done. Most measures recommend using the simulator log data to form the basis of correct answers, though expert judgement is permitted (e.g. SAGAT). However, some measures rely solely on expert judgements (e.g. SASHA). The calculation for the final scores is typically percentage correct, although a few measures employ signal detection theory (e.g. SACRI, QUASA). The scoring methods can constrain the response alternatives at the data collection phase. For instance, SACRI and QUASA have a relatively standardised format for their response alternatives so that signal detection theory can be employed.

To date, the development of query/probe-based SA measures have emphasised improving sensitivity and validity or satisfying unique requirements of a domain. To our knowledge, there is no literature specifically examining inter-rater reliability of any query/probe-based SA measure in detail, despite the importance indicated by psychometric research. This may be because early psychometric research on SA measures mainly involved controlled experiments with limited system or scenario complexity, thereby alleviating the need for expert judgements. However, inter-rater reliability becomes relevant when experts are recruited to develop and score query/probe-based SA measures in representative settings.

In these settings, process experts are often needed to interpret system states and operator actions relative to queries/probes. As complexity increases the interpretation of these indicators, actions and effects becomes challenging. Multiple indicators must be interpreted relative to operating contexts and several sets of control actions can be equally satisfactory for a given operating situation. For this reason, experts often provide critical support in the preparation and data collection phases of representative experiments. For query/probe-based SA measures, researchers and practitioners typically rely on experts (i) to formulate a set of relevant questions or probes to assess operator knowledge about the situation and (ii) to determine the correct responses for the event-dependent operating conditions created by operator responses to scenario events in individual experimental trials. This reliance is exemplified by the SAVANT (Willems and Heiney 2002) and SACRI (Hogg et al. 1995) methods, developed for use with full-scope simulators in air traffic control and nuclear process control, respectively.

The only empirical treatments of inter-rater reliability of query/probe-based measures are the secondary results of (i) a nuclear simulator experiment employing SACRI (Hogg et al. 1995), (ii) an air-traffic control experiment employing SALSA (Hauss and Eyferth 2003) and (iii) a flight simulator experiment employing an adapted version of SAGAT (Prince et al. 2007). In the first study, SACRI demonstrated an inter-rater reliability of 0.93 in comparing 468 query responses about directional changes of process parameters (e.g. increasing or decreasing) between two raters. There are two limitations to this result. First, Hogg et al. did not specify the inter-rater reliability statistic. The reliability could be inflated if the statistic (e.g. Pearson moment product correlation) does not account for chance agreements (see e.g. Cohen 1960). Second, the responses do not appear to depend on cognitive judgements or information processing necessary to obtain the SA that the queries were intended to elicit. Specifically, the raters provided response keys after the experimental trials based on criteria that were pre-defined for viewing graphs rather than impacts on the nuclear process, potentially translating a demanding information-processing task to a perceptual judgement task.

In the second study, Hauss and Eyferth (2003) examined the degree of agreement between experts in identifying relevance of aircraft parameters for the SALSA measure and reported an inter-rater reliability statistic of 0.73 based on 15 air traffic situations. The authors omitted detailed descriptions of the experts and statistics, both of which are needed to interpret this result.

In the third study, Prince et al. (2007) examined the degree of agreement between two raters scoring 41 crews of participants on 48 queries in a flight simulator experiment using a heavily adapted SAGAT measurement method.
The correct responses in this study were provided by a third expert and applied by the two raters, who assigned a score between one and five to individual participant answers. The adopted measurement method was a mixture of rating scale- and query/probe-based techniques. Prince et al. reported a Pearson product-moment correlation of 0.88. The Pearson product-moment correlation is not an ideal inter-rater reliability statistic because it does not account for chance agreement (e.g. Shrout and Lane 2012) between raters. The authors also omitted detailed descriptions of the experts and rating environment, both of which are needed to interpret this result.

To our knowledge, these three studies provide the only empirical evidence on inter-rater reliability of query/probe-based SA measures. Although the statistics reported appear to be good on the surface, these studies present significant limitations to drawing generalisable conclusions about inter-rater reliability. This represents a severe gap in the literature. Additional empirical evidence is necessary to provide clearer references for estimating inter-rater reliability of query/probe-based SA measures and to inform methods for training raters, refining measures and developing scenarios/targets.

**Overview**

To address the paucity of inter-rater reliability assessment, we recruited process experts to provide reference keys based on data collected from a full-scope nuclear power plant simulator experiment at the OECD Halden Reactor Project (HRP). In the experiment, licensed operators completed scenarios designed to study the effects of new control room technology on human performance. Process experts provided reference keys to the SA queries based on their observation of operator control actions and process displays during each scenario trial. The full scope-simulator experiment provided a representative nuclear process control environment that required operators to draw on their domain expertise to monitor the process and to answer the SA queries.

**Method**

We describe the study in five parts. The first part describes the raters – the process experts – whose qualifications are particularly relevant to interpreting information about the targets of the rating task. The second part describes the rating instrument – the SA measure – which exemplifies key features of query/probe-based measures. The third part describes the rating targets – the parameter behaviours in the experimental trials – the interpretation of which impose substantial cognitive demands given the complexity of the representative environment. The fourth and fifth parts describe the environment and procedure for the experts performing the rating task, respectively.

**Raters**

Three process experts participated in this study. (To avoid confusion between the two sets of participants, process expert refers to the rater in the inter-rater reliability study, and operator refers to the participants in the full-scope simulator study.) The process experts provided written consent to allow their ratings and individual descriptions to be included in reports of the study, despite the high likelihood of being identified by others in their organisation from those descriptions. Given the small number of raters, their characteristics were important for the interpretation of results.

Process expert A had supported HRP research activities for two years leading up to the experiment without any experience of providing reference keys to any query/probed-based measures previously. He worked as a control room operator for over a decade and helped develop the test simulator. He designed the scenarios for the experiment and identified the process parameters for the SA queries (see ‘Rating targets – full-scope simulator experimental trials’ section). He also advised HRP scientists on the simulated nuclear processes and operations.

Process expert B was a recently retired shift supervisor at the plant that the test simulator replicates. He had worked as a shift supervisor for over three decades and participated in about ten HRP simulator studies prior to this experiment. He was an operator participant in the pilot trials of the experiment.

Process expert C had supported HRP research activities for over a decade leading up to the experiment with prior experience of providing the reference keys to the queries in earlier experiments. He had previously worked as a control room operator for over a decade and was a major contributor to the development of the simulator. He co-developed several experimental manipulations, programmed the scenarios and advised other HRP scientists on the simulator nuclear processes and operations.

Based on their experience, all three process experts were deemed qualified to support experiment preparation and collect human performance measurements. The process experts had different levels of experience with the simulator and with the experiment; both of which may have influenced their answers to the SA queries because knowledge of the simulator and experiment can improve judgement on the effects of scenario events and operator actions on the nuclear process and thus enhance the inter-rater reliability.
**Rating instrument – SA measure**

The query/probe-based SA measure was an adaptation of SACRI, operationalising SA as accurate detection of meaningful changes in relevant parameters of process plants. During the preparation phase, a process expert determined relevant process parameters (i.e. sensor readings in the plant) that represented the operating context and process events in the scenario. Parameters were deemed relevant if the process expert concluded that the behaviours of the parameters must be known to the operators to complete the scenarios successfully. The awareness of these parameter behaviours in the recent past was elicited through administration of queries of the form specified in Figure 1. An example of such queries would be: ‘Recently, the total feedwater flow 312KA031 has?’ The response alternatives were – (i) increased, (ii) stayed the same and (iii) decreased – forming a theoretically comprehensive set. The operators (including the experts) were instructed to disregard random fluctuations or noise in the nuclear process, and to select the most recent behaviour of the critical parameters in the queries for each scenario period. The operators had full discretion to define the time window that constitutes ‘recent’ because this is considered part of monitoring industrial plants. This measure standardises the queries except for selection of parameters (which were scenario-dependent) and fully standardises the response alternatives.

During data collection, a process expert froze the simulator while the operators answered the queries without any access to process displays. The operators’ answers are labelled responses. The process expert simultaneously answered the queries with access to the process displays and a-priori knowledge of the process faults. The process expert’s answers are labelled reference keys. Final scores were calculated as the proportion correct (or matches) between the responses and reference keys.

This measure is sufficiently illustrative of query/probe-based SA measures (also see the ‘Query/probe-based SA measures’ section). Similar to other query/probe-based measures, this measure elicits the operator’s declarative knowledge by directly questioning participants during pauses in the scenarios. The queries are highly standardised to elicit operator awareness of specific parameter behaviours, differing only in terms of parameter selection. Further, the response alternatives are fully standardised and fixed for all queries. The form of the queries and responses in this measure does not violate any constraints prescribed by any query/probe-based SA measure. Similarly, the query administration process is similar to many existing measures. The reliance on process experts for correct answers is an accepted practice (Endsley 2000). In essence, it is conceivable that other query/probe-based measures could administer similar questions for assessing SA. The empirical results here would therefore serve as a reasonable reference for estimating inter-rater reliability for query/probe-based SA measures in representative settings.

**Rating targets – full-scope simulator experimental trials**

The SA measure was employed in a full-scope nuclear power plant simulator experiment, recruiting nine crews of licensed operators. The targets of the rating task for the process experts were the parameter behaviours in relation to the scenario events and operator control actions.

The experiment employed the Halden Man-machine laboratory B Opring water reactor (HAMBO; Karlsson et al. 2001; Øwre et al. 2002), simulating a 1200 MW facility. The crews, each composed of three operators with different roles, were to operate the plant simulator for eight scenarios as if they were on duty. Each scenario introduced a unique set of process faults (e.g. a stuck valve) at different times to challenge the crews in operating the simulator. Consequently, the parameter behaviours varied according to both scenario events and operator control actions. Every scenario trial was divided into two periods by a freeze for administering queries (Figure 2).

**Rating environment**

The inter-rater reliability study was conducted in three parts. Part I collected data from two process experts who provided reference keys to SA queries from the observation gallery during the scenario trials of two crews. Part II collected data from
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**Figure 1.** Query and response format of the query-based SA measure.
one additional process expert who provided reference keys to the same queries after the experiment based on graphs of the parameters generated from the simulator log for the trials of the same two crews. Due to differences in rating environment (and procedure) between Parts I and II, Part III collected data from the same three process experts following the same protocol as in Part II to verify the results from Parts I and II.

Part I – real-time data collection

Part I was conducted in the observation gallery (Figure 3) in parallel with the data collection. Process experts A and C operated the simulator and implemented the scenarios. Process expert A acted as field operator, electrician, plant manager and other roles as necessary by responding to phone calls from the simulator control room. Process expert A also provided the reference answers to the SA queries and rated operators on other performance scales (also see, Lau, Jamieson, and Skraaning 2012). Process expert C was the designated technical support person for simulator operations but did not provide reference keys during Part I due to his high workload.

Process expert B provided reference keys to the SA queries for the inter-rater reliability study. Process expert B occupied a workstation (Figure 4) with (i) two displays for process information, (ii) earbuds for audio feed from the control room, (iii) a laptop for inputting scores/ratings, (iv) a pair of binoculars for observing operators, (v) descriptions of the scenarios, (vi) pen and paper for note taking and (vii) a pair of ear muffs for muting any discussion on operator performance in the observation gallery. An opaque, black curtain was installed between process experts A and B.

Part II – post-experiment data collection

Part II was conducted after the data collection for the simulator experiment in a data analysis laboratory, which had a large workstation equipped with a computer and two large LCD monitors to collect data. A human factors researcher was also present in case the process expert C had questions while providing reference keys to the SA queries. The researcher was seated in another desk at a distance, facing away from process expert C.
Part III – post-experiment result verification

Part III was conducted under the same conditions as in Part II. Each process expert provided a second set of reference keys individually.

Procedure

Part I – real-time data collection

The process experts were instructed to refrain from discussing the SA measure or operator performance. Process expert A had received instruction on the SA measure in the preparation phase of the full-scope simulator experiment and was verbally introduced to the inter-rater reliability concept and study.

Process expert B (in Part I) answered the SA queries for sixteen trials of two crews in the simulator experiment. His instructions were given in two sessions. The first session consisted of a PowerPoint presentation providing an overview of the inter-rater reliability concept and study. The second session began by reviewing the procedure for answering the SA queries with explanations and examples of the SA queries. The second session ended by familiarising process expert B with the apparatus and data collection tools in the observation gallery (Figures 3 and 4).

Process expert B was seated at his workstation and answered SA queries by entering his response with mouse and keyboard into the computerised questionnaire system, simultaneously and in the same manner as process expert A. Process expert B was new to the role of performance rater in an experimental setting; therefore, we decided a priori to treat the first two trials as practice sessions, with scores omitted from the data analysis. In total, process experts A and B answered 350 SA queries, 44 of which were considered practice.

Part II – post-experiment data collection

Part II was conducted four weeks after the simulator experiment. Process expert C was given a brief introduction about the inter-rater reliability study and was verbally instructed to review trend graphs of process parameters and answer the SA queries in the order of crew, scenario and period. Process expert C was familiar with the SA queries because he provided reference keys to similar SA queries in prior HRP experiments.

To support his ratings with contextual information, process expert C was provided with the scenario descriptions and task performance items (Skraaning Jr et al. 2010). Videos of the experimental trials were also available but process expert C did not choose to view any. In total, process expert C answered 328 SA queries in two sessions on the same day, with a lunch break in between. Excluding practice queries, Parts I and II shared 290 SA queries, which formed the final data-set.

The graphs were generated by a java applet, compiled into PowerPoint files and presented on one LCD monitor in the order of crew, scenario and period. The computerised questionnaire system presented the queries and collected the responses on a separate LCD monitor.

Part III – post-experiment result verification

Part III was conducted ten months after the simulator experiment. Process experts A, B and C followed the same procedure as in Part II to provide a second set of reference keys for the 225 queries pertaining to one crew in the simulator experiment.
Analysis and results

Cohen’s Kappa, \( \kappa \) (Cohen 1960) was applied to assess the agreement between process experts. \( \kappa \) is a correlation statistic that adjusts for chance association in a nominal scale and treats raters as exchangeable for generalisation to the rater population (see, Fleiss and Cohen 1973; Shrout and Fleiss 1979). Table 1 presents the proportion of agreement and chance agreement between the process experts that were used to calculate the \( \kappa \) statistics for data collected from Parts I and II. Table 2 presents the proportion and chance agreement for data collected from Part III.

Tables 3 and 4 present the \( \kappa \)s between the three process experts based on their reference keys from Parts I and II containing 290 queries, and from Part III containing 225 SA queries, respectively. Figure 5 graphs the inter-rater reliability \( \kappa \) results. For the 225 queries overlapping across the three parts of the study, *intra*-rater reliability was computed for process experts A (\( \kappa = 0.543, \sigma = 0.049 \)), B (\( \kappa = 0.572, \sigma = 0.048 \)), and C (\( \kappa = 0.604, \sigma = 0.050 \)).

The three \( \kappa \)s calculated using data from Parts I and II formed a range with lower and upper bounds at ‘fair’ and ‘substantial’ agreement, respectively. (For a common interpretation of \( \kappa \) values, see Landis and Koch 1977; Sims and Wright 2005; Shrout 1998). For experiments representative of the complexity of industrial settings, ‘ideal’ agreement between raters is unlikely and ‘substantial’ agreement would typically be considered acceptable. However, the observed \( \kappa \) values did not positively indicate ‘substantial’ agreement; thus, the results suggested that this SA measure could not assume inter-rater reliability. Given the difference between rating environment and procedure between Parts I and II, these reliability results needed verification. The \( \kappa \)s calculated with data collected in Part III formed a range with lower and upper bounds at ‘fair’ and ‘moderate’ agreement, respectively, thereby verifying the inter-rater reliability results from Parts I and II.

The differences between the \( \kappa \)s were unexpectedly large across rater pairs, prompting an examination of the effect of individual process expert on inter-rater reliability. The statistical significance of the process expert effect on the inter-rater reliability coefficients was tested with multiple comparisons following Holm’s procedure for controlling type I error rate (Howell 2002). Table 5 indicates significant reliability coefficients for all \( \kappa \) pairs: \( \kappa_{A,C} > \kappa_{A,B} \) (\( Z = 2.39, p = 0.02 \)); \( \kappa_{A,C} > \kappa_{B,C} \) (\( Z = 4.32, p < 0.01 \)); and \( \kappa_{A,B} > \kappa_{B,C} \) (\( Z = 1.99, p = 0.05 \)) suggesting a significant effect of expert-pairs.

The reliability coefficients should therefore be interpreted with respect to the process expert characteristics (see ‘Raters’ section) and the experimental procedure (see ‘Rating environment’ and ‘Procedure’ sections).

Discussion

*Inter-rater reliability of query/probe-based SA measures*

This study is the first detailed empirical investigation of the inter-rater reliability of a query/probe-based SA measure. In keeping with the triadic nature of inter-rater reliability, we discuss the results in terms of targets, measures and raters.

The targets in this study were representative of the complexity associated with monitoring process plants (see e.g. Mumaw et al. 2000). This complexity may have led to variability in the interpretation of process indicators and constrained inter-rater reliability of the measure. Operator detection of parameter changes is likely a result of not only sensory registration of signals but also of information processing in relation to the operating context. The importance of operating
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics between process experts for Parts I and II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process expert</th>
<th>Agreement proportion</th>
<th>Marginal proportion</th>
<th>Agreement proportion</th>
<th>Marginal proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A (Part I)</td>
<td>0.676</td>
<td>0.385</td>
<td>0.783</td>
<td>0.428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B (Part I)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.614</td>
<td>0.414</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Agreement proportion refers to the proportion of reference keys matched between two process experts. Marginal proportion refers to the proportion expected from chance association given the data collected.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics between process experts for Part III.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process expert</th>
<th>Agreement proportion</th>
<th>Marginal proportion</th>
<th>Agreement proportion</th>
<th>Marginal proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A (Part III)</td>
<td>0.689</td>
<td>0.381</td>
<td>0.680</td>
<td>0.399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B (Part III)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td>0.422</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
context for the simulator was evidenced by process experts frequently referencing the scenario descriptions when providing reference keys to the queries in Parts I and II. Given such complexity, experts do not always agree.

As complexity is inherent to industrial systems (i.e. the targets), research attention must turn to improving the correspondence of the queries and response sets (i.e. the measure) to situations to minimise variability from rater misinterpretation. This SA measure with a relatively standardised set of queries and responses only produced \( \kappa \) results of ‘moderate’ reliability. Psychometric research from other domains suggests that inter-rater reliability often improves with standardisation of questions and responses (e.g. Conway, Jako, and Goodman 1995) and sometimes varies with different performance dimensions (e.g. Haddock et al. 1999; Jonsson and Svingby 2007; Viswesvaran, Ones, and Schmidt 1996). Guidance on formulating queries to elicit SA should therefore account for system and operational characteristics to maximise compatibility with information processing of the operator in coping with the situation. Further, the query/probe-based technique poses a unique challenge to studying psychometrics because queries or probes typically vary from one scenario trial to another. This stands in contrast to static questionnaires or rating scales. That is, all query/probe-based SA measures, which adopt the combination of the SA notion and the query/probe-based technique, intrinsically lead to questions customised for each scenario (i.e. the situation). Customising questions to scenarios is important for sensitivity and construct validity; however, the variation in questions and responses would require multiple studies or meta-analyses to assess any single psychometric dimension. Given the substantial variation in query and response formats of SA

![Figure 5. Mean and 95% confidence intervals of \( \kappa \)s for Parts I and II, and III of the study.](image-url)
measurements across studies and limited psychometric data on those measurements, practitioners cannot assume inter-rater reliability of query/probe-based SA measures, especially in complex or representative settings. This highlights the need for further guidance and evaluation on how to formulate and standardise queries/probes and responses that consistently map specific types of information (e.g. parameter changes, diagnosis of process faults, fault severity). In essence, the results of this study suggest that inter-rater reliability should be an explicit consideration in the development and evaluation of any query/probe-based SA measure that relies on experts.

The raters in this empirical study were three process experts with extensive experience in the nuclear power generation domain. The results illustrated the influence that process expert characteristics and data collection procedures had on inter-rater reliability (see Table 6). Process experts A and C demonstrated the greatest agreement; process experts B and C demonstrated the least agreement; process experts A and B demonstrated an intermediate level of agreement (Figure 5). The most likely explanation can be found in the differences in the degree of involvement of the process experts in the preparation of the experiment and data collection procedures (i.e. Part I vs. Part II). Process experts A and C, both HRP resident experts, were heavily involved in preparing the full-scope simulator experiment and, hence, possessed deep knowledge of the situations. In contrast, process expert B was only exposed to the full-scope simulator experiment as an operator (participant) in the pilot trials. Thus, even though process expert A answered the queries in real time (Part I) while process expert C answered them after the experiment (Part II), they demonstrated the greatest agreement. Process experts A and B, on the other hand, shared the same data collection procedure, resulting in the second highest agreement. Process experts B and C demonstrated the lowest level of agreement as they shared neither preparation of the full-scope simulator experiment nor data collection procedure. Given the circumstances, the variation of inter-rater reliability between experts is not surprising. The clearest implication of these results may be that knowledge of the experiment and scenarios is probably more important than the overall data collection procedure or environment. These results also raise the issue of rater selection and training for representative experiments, an issue that has not been clearly addressed by inter-rater reliability research in general. That research tends to focus on general knowledge, selecting raters according to experience (e.g. years or cases practiced for a particular disorder) or formal credentials (e.g. residents or medical doctors) and training raters about the measures to align their interpretation of the scales. This particular study suggests that researchers should attend to the raters’ detailed understanding of the scenarios challenging the operators (i.e. the targets). This resonates with the finding from an observational SA study by Patrick et al. (2006), which was also conducted in a full-scope nuclear power plant simulator. They concluded that rater effectiveness depends heavily on the level of effort invested in designing scenarios, exploring multiple resolutions to process faults, and familiarising raters with the various relevant secondary operator tasks. Further research is necessary to understand rater training and selection for query/probe-based SA measures in representative settings.

Finally, the paradoxical as well as the triadic nature of inter-rater reliability might continually challenge the development of SA measures relying on expert judgement. Inter-rater reliability is likely to be highest but least relevant on well-defined, easily agreed-upon, topics and in controlled settings where optimum solutions are computable. Inter-rater reliability is likely to be lowest but most relevant on ill-defined topics requiring expert judgements, and in complex settings.
where trade-offs and contexts are critical. In other words, inter-rater reliability is expected to be lower, yet more important, in representative than in controlled settings. Reliance on experts tends to increase with experimental representativeness, thereby elevating the complexity of the queries and risk of disagreement between experts. Kraemer (1992) noted a similar paradox for medical treatment decisions in practice from the point of view of employing consensus of multiple raters, stating that extremely high inter-rater reliability (i.e. $\kappa > 0.8$) suggests single rating to be sufficient whereas moderate inter-rater reliability (i.e. $0.2 < \kappa < 0.8$) could benefit from consensus of multiple raters. Basically, treatment decisions for well-understood medical cases are likely to have high inter-rater reliability requiring minimal attention, whereas treatment decisions for complex medical cases are likely to have moderate inter-rater reliability, requiring multi-rater assessments.

This paradox emphasises the importance of examining inter-rater reliability of query/probe-based SA measures for representative experiments. Given that SA aims to reflect a cognitive human performance dimension in complex systems, some aspects of SA measurements are likely to be complex and ill defined. This leads to reliance on experts and raises concerns for inter-rater reliability. The lack of research attention given to the inter-rater reliability of query/probe-based measures of SA stands in stark contrast to psychometric research in other settings where researchers periodically discuss means to improve upon as well as to evaluate measurements from an inter-rater reliability perspective. Empirical research should experimentally investigate different principles or methods to improve inter-rater reliability of query/probe-based SA measures in addition to providing psychometric indices of existing measures. The empirical results of this study can hopefully prompt further psychometric research for advancing SA measurement techniques and measures.

**Limitations**

This inter-rater reliability study has limitations with respect to its triadic nature – rater, method and target. The limitation related to rater is the recruitment of only three process experts. This limitation is moderated statistically by using Cohen’s $\kappa$, which treats raters as exchangeable, permitting generalisation to rater population. Publications on inter-rater reliability based on two to three raters are not uncommon (e.g. Rosenzweig et al. 1999; Ramos, Schafer, and Tracz 2003; Devitt et al. 1997; Saxton, Belanger, and Becker 2012; Patrick et al. 2006; Prince et al. 2007). Nevertheless, increasing the number of raters would incrementally improve the representativeness of, and our confidence in, the inter-rater reliability statistics. Representative studies are frequently confronted with the trade off between limited access to and validity gained with domain expertise in professional operators.

The limitation related to method is the confounding assessment of rater judgements between interpreting ‘recently’ (i.e. the time window for judgement) and parameter behaviours. That is, the source of reliability (or lack thereof) may stem from the challenge in determining the time window that was relevant for the queries given the scenario, behaviours that the parameter were exhibiting during that time window, or both. Additional empirical experiments are necessary to identify the attributes of this measure impacting the inter-rater reliability.

The limitation related to target is the variation in the rating procedure between Part I (real-time ratings by experts A and B) and Part II (post experiment ratings by expert C). In contrast, all raters in typical inter-rater reliability studies are given exactly the same tasks and situated in the same environment. Nevertheless, the conclusions from Part I and II are robust given similar results from Part III, in which all three experts followed the same protocol.

Though ideal, controlled conditions with many raters are unrealistic in representative experiments involving process experts whose availability is scarce. It is often impractical to recruit multiple process experts to perform ratings and conduct the identical tasks during data collection for the sake of providing reliability data. Process experts may be responsible for different preparation tasks from one experiment to another. To be practically useful, SA measures should be sufficiently robust to these uncontrolled properties commonly found in representative settings.

**Future work**

Future work is necessary to investigate how specific methodological details of query/probe-based SA measures impact their psychometric properties (see Shrout and Lane 2012). For instance, the forms of the query and response can be experimentally manipulated to seek the best match for eliciting specific types of situation knowledge.

Advances in improving and collecting inter-rater reliability measurements are necessary to overcome the sparse access to experts/operators and paucity of empirical data. Besides collecting ratings from a few experts during scenario trials, representative experiments should include other means to improve and collect reliability data as part of the method. For example, upon completion of all scenario trials, participant crews can provide ratings based on video recordings and simulator logs of other participant crews, thereby increasing available data. In addition, calibration techniques from psychophysics may be adapted and integrated into some query/probe-based measures.
Research must provide additional empirical data on other forms of reliability — internal consistency, test–retest and parallel form reliability — that appear largely as secondary results in the literature. Advances in psychometric methodology might be necessary to examine internal consistency reliability, of which the research focuses on a static set of questions rather than queries/probes that vary from one trial to another.

Conclusion
This study is the first explicit examination of inter-rater reliability of query/probe-based SA measures. The results for the SA measure evaluated in this representative study alert researchers to the inter-rater reliability issue of query/probe-based techniques for measuring SA. This particular query/probe-based SA measure demonstrated ‘moderate’ inter-rater reliability even though the queries were seemingly direct and simple. The lack of agreement on the ‘correct’ answers to queries and probes means that process experts may introduce unwanted variability in the data, thereby leading to inconsistency of SA measurements and experimental results. Thus, analysis and interpretation of data collected from query/probe-based SA measures must attend to inter-rater reliability. However, the literature neglects, at least by omission, inter-rater reliability of query/probe-based SA measures. There is virtually no discussion on constructing queries and probes about operations of complex systems that ensure consistent interpretation across professionals. Consequently, the interpretation of experimental results may be biased. This empirical study highlights the paucity of empirical assessment on the inter-rater reliability of query/probe-based measures that should be addressed in future studies to build a strong empirical foundation for SA research.
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Notes
1. Indices based on judges assigning similar rank ordering for the targets are referred to as inter-rater reliability, whereas indices based on judges assigning identical rating level of the targets are referred to as inter-rater agreement. The reliability statistics are typically used for measurements in interval and ratio scales, whereas agreement statistics are typically used for measurements in nominal scales. Common usage often does not distinguish between inter-rater reliability and agreement, but it is important to identify the type of measurement scales to select the appropriate statistics, which assume certain scale properties.

2. Translated ‘Measuring Situation Awareness of Area Controllers within the Context of Automation’ from German.

3. Empirical evidence is also limited for SA measures adopting techniques other than the query/probe-based technique. The authors are aware of only three other empirical studies that include inter-rater reliability indices — each for a different rating scale (Patrick et al. 2006; Waag and Houck 1994; Vidulich and Hughes 1991).
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